
2023-3-29  USA: Best Way Forward for the Union 54-2,4>24<63
54 Inappropriate Marriage > 24 Starting Over < 63 Finished

Nuclear 63 Primary 54            Derived 24
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Thunder above the Lake
Stimulating a young maiden

JUDGMENT*
The internal dynamic suggests the Union has run its course, finding itself at odds

with its exceptionally benign HEAVEN and EARTH comprising Lake above,
Thunder Below, the opposite of Hexagram 54's Lake below Thunder above. Male
and female, high and low, government and citizen, State and Federal: all are at
odds with each other. This unfortunate predicament will cause some States to

break away prompting Reform, moving forward resolutely to put We the People
back in charge, possibly involving large gatherings.

the daughter of yore
has made her mark, 

charging explosively 'cross the entire globe
with wrong handles on wrong cups

wrong wine in wrong chalices
wrong treaties with wrong allies.

Time to close the passes.
Time to start over.

All is well
under HEAVEN and EARTH

when MAN is attuned to his inherently balanced
Good Nature.

* This Judgment with changing line, trigram and Hexagram references is at the end of this document.
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YI TEXTS
 “Marrying Maiden. Moving forward: misfortune. Nothing is favorable.” 

Joy with movement, Marrying off a young maiden. 
Moving forward: misfortune; Places are not correct. 

Nothing is favorable; Yieldings are mounted on the firms. 

Gui originally meant marrying a maiden to her husband’s house. Later on, its meaning was
extended to include return. Mei means a young maiden or a younger sister. Thus, Gui Mei
denotes a marrying maiden. [Huang]

EXPLANATION *Making a young girl marry means intercourse is not proper. [Daoist Yi]
* Thunder with the single yang line at the root is like an erect phallus whilst Lake, with the single yin 
line above and often described as 'marsh' is like a vagina. The male above and female below often seems
natural but Thunder moves upwards whilst more settled Lake enjoys a downward tendency making the 
two separate. There is also a sexual yoga warning here about the male dissipating his essence for the 
sake of exciting female pleasure which is an example of how this dynamic is unfortunate.

THE IMAGE
Thunder over the lake: The image of THE MARRYING MAIDEN.

Thus the superior man understands the transitory
In the light of the eternity of the end.

Thunder stirs the water of the lake, which follows it in shimmering waves. This symbolizes the girl who 
follows the man of her choice. But every relationship between individuals bears within it the danger
that wrong turns may be taken, leading to endless misunderstandings and disagreements. 
Therefore it is necessary constantly to remain mindful of the end [63]. If we permit ourselves to drift along, 
we come together and are parted again as the day may determine. If on the other hand a man fixes his 
mind on an end that endures, he will succeed in avoiding the reefs that confront the closer relationships of 
people. [Wilhelm]

Changing Lines 2,4
2 yang: The one-eyed can see. The chastity of a hermit is beneficial here.
4 yang: When it is the wrong time for the girl to marry, she delays marriage until the proper time.

The decision of staying unmarried is to wait for the proper person [Huang]

Both lines resist entering into Union-Marriage. Given they lead to 24 Starting over, perhaps the Union at 
this point needs a reboot.

24: Turning Back/Return: Thunder under Earth. An image of Turning Back. In correspondence with 
this,  The ancient king closed the gates of the passes on the winter solstice. Travelling merchants did not 
travel, nor did the king make inspection of his states. 
Fu plays an important role in the I Ching. It is one of the twelve tidal gua used to explain the cosmology 
of the changing of the seasons—to go around and begin again.  [Huang]
American fundamentals as per Nuclear 63 and HEAVEN & EARTH double 17 are fortuitous. But the 
current situation is out of wack and needs a Return to basics, to starting over again. 24 is paired with 23 
Splitting Apart, the Nuclear in an earlier Reading about US-NATO axis recommending introspection and 
internal reforms, now echoed in this Cast.
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Trigram Analysis

Below/Inner:*  ☱ Lake  Reflection, pleasure, speech, softness, beauty
*Unbalanced Fantasy, spin, delusion, unrealistic, lascivious

Below Derived  ☳ Thunder Change, new direction forward, internal shocks
Above/Outer:*  ☳ Thunder Impact, change, direction, external shocks

*Unbalanced Impetuous, explosive, invasive, over-stimulation
Above Derived  Earth☷ Society, sustenance, generosity, stability, Assemblies
Nuclear Below  ☲ Fire Inner wisdom, interconnections, warmth, heart
Baoti Lower Lake A naive, irresponsible view impeding progress, deflecting criticism
Nuclear Above  ☵ Water Depth, turmoil, heavy matters, storms, floods
Baoti Upper Thunder Impatience, immaturity, reckless revolution

Lower: Unbalanced Lake ☱ in 2nd line of 54 changing to Balanced Thunder  ☳ in 24: 
Unbalanced Lake has to do with indulging in surface appearances, illusions, delusions, fantasies, sense 
perceptions, sexual gratification and suchlike. Thunder balances here by providing a clear sense of 
purpose and direction and moving forward with determination accordingly. 

Upper: Unbalanced Thunder  ☳ in 4th line of 54 changing to Balanced Earth  ☷ in 24: 
Unbalanced Thunder in the upper trigram concerns external shocks, changes. In terms of a national 
polity it denotes instability, speed, impetuosity. The way to balance such Thunder ☳ here is Earth  the ☷  
Mother principle (three yin lines) which provides generosity, sustenance, stability, support, social 
cohesion. Earth comprises different elements aggregated together into a cohesive whole, so Earth 
trigram represents sane society wherein many become one, also the masses, the people. 

The American Empire is too grandiose and a return to basics is called for.

Heaven Earth Man

HEAVEN: Thunderous Yin Joy ☳ - ☱ Old Yin 17 Following
EARTH Thunderous Yang Joy ☳ - ☱ Old Yang 17 Following
MAN: Fiery Dark Moon ☲ - ☵ Young Yin 63 Finished

Heaven and Earth are both 17 Following, according to Huang the most favorable Hexagram 
after #1 and #2. This indicates over-arching good fortune for the United States, even today. 
Man's job right now to maintain harmony twixt Heaven and Earth and achieve balance (63) 
will involve returning (24) to fundamentals. Possibly also to 'close the passes' during the 
solstice giving time for the old phase to come to a complete end before beginning a new one. 

Although Heaven and Earth yield Hexagram 17, one is 2 Yins, the other 2 Yangs. Also 17 
is the reverse of 54 with Thunder Below, Lake above. The United States, it seems, is filled 
with contradictions as well as native exuberance, so for Man to join Heaven and Earth here it 
seems that the current Thunder Above Lake Below dynamic needs to be flipped back into 
proper alignment, a form of literal revolution. America was born as a new State from 
revolution; perhaps it needs another one to regain its true spirit.

Thunder and Lake, male and female, have to do with passion which is the source of all 
life in this human realm but which also must be handled properly lest it become a source of 
dissipation, distraction, obsession ie imbalance. The latter indeed seems to be the case with the
US Union. Time for a reboot.
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Notes 

• History: Younger Maiden or Younger Sister: America is the daughter of the British Empire. 
The initial marriage of colony to Empire resulted in bloody revolution and later civil war.

• Current:  54 is unfortunate because "Places are not correct. Nothing is favorable; Yieldings 
are mounted on the firms." In other words, the lines are out of place and so relations are out of 
kilter, be they between man and wife, wife #1 and wife #2, the nation and its government, or the 
nation and the world. Things that should be together move apart, the higher are beneath the 
lower and so on. This is in marked contrast to 63 After Completion with all in the right place. 

• The Nuclear Hexagram is formed by the two trigrams within the Primary, ie from Lines 234 and 
345 so it reveals the internal dynamic (as well as also being the MAN Hexagram whose role is to 
join Heaven and Earth). This creates a certain tension in that the Nuclear is both what lies within
the Primary Hexagram, its essential nature as it were, as well as, being MAN, what needs to be 
done to bring things into alignment with HEAVEN and EARTH. At the same time, we often have 
the Derived created by the Changing Lines providing further guidance.

• Given 63 depicts ideal yang-yin configuration whereas 54 shows 1 and 6 being correct but all 
others in between in the 'wrong' places, this is probably why it yields unfavourable 
prognostications such as 'nothing that would further.' Given the ingredients for getting it right are
evident in the perfectly balanced Nuclear 63 and the very favorable HEAVEN and EARTH 17s, 
this is another reason to start over (24) and get it all right again this time. So one possible 
interpretation here viz the object of the throw, the United States is, simply: 'It's over!' (63). And 24
suggests: 'Start all over again!' Probably a revision of the Constitution would help. 

• The Changing lines provide more specific suggestions: 
• L2: the one-eyed man can see. Ironically given the one-eyed man is another reference to the

male reproductive organ, this one recommends chastity, restraint. Here the 2nd line is Yang and 
the 5th is yin indicating the woman is leading from the 2nd yang line which should be yin, and 
the man is weak in its corresponding line 5 above as a yin line which should be yang making the 
much older eldest son Thunder ☳ subservient to the youngest daughter Lake ☱. The one-eyed 
notion has to do with the 3rd line immediately above the 2nd which resembles a single eye 
sandwiched between the two yang lines at 2 and 4 - Yijing technical talk. In any case, given a bad 
match, best not to marry and remain celibate. In political terms: given a bad Union, best for 
various States to go it alone aka secession.

• L4: The betrothed sister delays; there is time to marry later. Nine in the fourth is a yang line in 
the upper trigram and lacks correct correspondence [yin in the first]. [Zhu Xi] It correctly 
opposes 6 in the third.  In other words, another bad match up suggesting problems with this 
improperly configured Union. 

• L4: Daoist sexual yoga again: this is the line of the phallus. It is in excess and dissipates to yin.
54 contains 3 yang lines, 24 only 1; balanced 63 has 3. A collapse of yang spirit is under way.

• 24: Thunder below: moving forward decisively: Earth above: power to people, large gatherings.

*JUDGMENT
The internal dynamic suggests the Union has already run its course [63] and now finds
itself manifesting in ways at odds [54] with exceptionally benign HEAVEN and EARTH

[double 17, Following] comprising Lake above, Thunder Below - the exact opposite of 54
Inappropriate Union. Current imbalances will lead to 24 Starting Over, moving forward
resolutely  [  ☳ Thunder below] to once again put We the People in charge [  ☷ Earth above].
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